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ABSTRACT
IP based telephony is rapidly gaining acceptance over traditional
means of voice communication. Wireless LANs are also becoming
ubiquitous due to their inherent ease of deployment and decreas-
ing costs. In enterprise Wi-Fi environments, VoIP is a compelling
application for devices such as smartphones with multiple wire-
less interfaces. However, the high energy consumption of Wi-Fi
interfaces, especially when a device is idle, presents a significant
barrier to the widespread adoption of VoIP over Wi-Fi. To address
this issue, we present Cell2Notify, a practical and deployable en-
ergy management architecture that leverages the cellular radio on
a smartphone to implement wakeup for the high-energy consump-
tion Wi-Fi radio. We present detailed measurements of energy con-
sumption on smartphone devices, and we show that Cell2Notify
can extend the battery lifetime of VoIP over Wi-Fi enabled smart-
phones by a factor of 1.7 to 6.4.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Archi-
tecture and Design—Wireless communication

General Terms
Algorithms, Management, Performance

Keywords
VoIP, cellular networks, Wi-Fi, smartphones, power management

1. INTRODUCTION
Voice-over-IP (VoIP) services are rapidly gaining acceptance over

traditional circuit-switched voice communication networks such as
the public switched telephone network (PSTN). Although there are
many reasons behind this transformation, the two most compelling
reasons are lower costs, and new functionality that is difficult to
achieve with traditional voice networks. In homes, providers such
as Vonage and SunRocket provide very low cost long-distanceand
international calling services. Skype provides free calling to other
Skype users and only charges for calls to users outside the Skype
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network. In enterprises, VoIP also offers new functionality, espe-
cially when integrated with Wi-Fi networks: VoIP over Wi-Fial-
lows incoming phone calls to be automatically routed to a user’s
VoIP phone, regardless of where that user connects to the network.
Other functionality benefits include integration with network ser-
vices such as address books, file exchange in parallel with voice
conversations, presence notification, video conversations, and call
logging.

Simultaneously, a new class of mobile devices calledSmart-
phonesare gaining popularity. Smartphones integrate the func-
tionality of PDAs and mobile phones into one device. They typ-
ically run a full-featured operating system, such as Windows CE
or Linux, and most recent smartphones are equipped with multiple
wireless network interfaces, such as Wi-Fi and cellular interfaces
(GSM or CDMA). As smartphones become ubiquitous, users will
demand the ability to use a single device for all their telephony
needs. They will use their smartphone as a cellular phone primar-
ily when on the road, and they will use it primarily as a VoIP phone
when at work or at home. Therefore, VoIP over Wi-Fi has emerged
as a critical application for smartphones. Vendors such as T-Mobile
have recognized this trend and are in the process of rolling out new
functionality that enables the handoff of calls between their GSM
networks and their Wi-Fi networks [29].

One critical issue that presents a barrier to the widespreadadop-
tion of VoIP on smartphones is that of high energy consumption. In
order for smartphones to receive VoIP calls over the Wi-Fi network
interface, that interface needs to be on continuously. Unfortunately,
the energy consumption of Wi-Fi interfaces when there is no data
transfer taking place is comparable to that of when the interface
is active [20, 23]. Furthermore, as we demonstrate in Section 3,
the energy consumption of the idle Wi-Fi network interface,even
with 802.11 power save mode enabled, vastly exceeds the energy
consumption of the smartphone’s GSM radio in its idle state.The
better energy consumption of the GSM interface is achieved by
rapid duty cycling of the GSM radio with predictable timing due
to the TDMA MAC protocol, in addition to tight integration with
cellular base stations. In contrast, Wi-Fi uses a distributed MAC
(CSMA/CA) where devices always contend for access to the wire-
less medium thus leading to increased energy consumption due to
excessive listening for traffic from other nodes.

In this paper, we presentCell2Notify, an energy management
architecture that leverages the presence of multiple radios on the
smartphone to reduce the idle energy consumption of the Wi-Fi
radio. Cell2Notify attempts to minimize energy consumption by
powering off the Wi-Fi interface when there is no VoIP call in
progress, and powering it on only on the reception of an incoming
VoIP call. To provide the wakeup mechanism for the Wi-Fi inter-
face, we utilize the voice services of the GSM radio. An incom-



ing ring over the GSM channel, combined with a unique caller-ID
of that incoming call, serves as a unique identifier such thatthe
smartphone can distinguish between awakeupring and a regular
incoming phone call over the GSM interface. Upon reception of
a wakeup ring, the smartphone powers on the Wi-Fi interface and
then receives the actual incoming VoIP call.

Previous research efforts [20,23] on energy management formulti-
radio devices have also investigated the idea of wireless wakeups:
switching between radios on multi-radio devices to reduce the over-
all energy consumption. Since different radios usually have dif-
ferent performance and energy characteristics, these systems se-
lect the best radio for the current workload and keep other radios
powered off. Cell2Notify is a continuation along this line of re-
search, with two important distinctions. Previous approaches have
faced significant barriers to deployment due to the substantial in-
frastructure modifications needed, whereas Cell2Notify simply re-
quires software changes on the smartphone devices and on theVoIP
proxy. There are no changes needed to the VoIP protocol (in our
case SIP [21]), and no additional hardware infrastructure to deploy.
Moreover, Cell2Notify is targeted at a specific compelling applica-
tion of VoIP over Wi-Fi.

We present the design and implementation of Cell2Notify. We
have implemented Cell2Notify on Asterisk, a commonly available
open-source SIP proxy, and on Windows XP clients. Our mea-
surements show that the additional latency imposed by our wakeup
mechanism is less than two rings. Based on call logs from cell
phones and office phones, we estimate that Cell2Notify can extend
battery lifetime of a typical smartphone device by a factor of 1.7
to 6.4. We show the ease of Cell2Notify deployment by demon-
strating a working prototype using the Cingular cellular network
and Microsoft’s corporate Wi-Fi network – we did not requireany
infrastructure changes to these networks, nor any cooperation from
network administrators.

2. OVERVIEW OF A VOIP DEPLOYMENT
VoIP enables voice communication over IP-based networks, such

as enterprise LANs or WANs as well as the Internet. VoIP proto-
cols digitize voice into packets, and then send them using standard
IP routing. Since VoIP does not require a dedicated and complex
switching infrastructure as the PSTN does, it is much cheaper. It
can also provide enhanced data services, such as video conferenc-
ing and fax at a much lower cost. In the rest of this paper, we
mainly consider VoIP in enterprise LANs, although our protocols
can be easily extended to work over the Internet.

We illustrate a typical enterprise VoIP deployment in Figure 1.
The primary components of any VoIP deployment are a VoIP proxy
server, VoIP enabled soft phones, and a VoIP gateway. The soft
phones are PCs, PDAs or smartphones that are running software
codecs and digitize voice packets. The VoIP proxy server acts as
a rendezvous point for VoIP connections. It uses standardized sig-
naling protocols, such as SIP [21] or H.323 [22], to establish a
VoIP call between the calling parties. Once the call is connected, it
is completed in a peer-to-peer fashion between the calling parties,
without routing via the VoIP proxy. A typical VoIP deployment also
integrates with the PSTN using a VoIP gateway. The gateway usu-
ally has an Analog Telephony Adapter (ATA) that bridges the calls
between the IP-based LAN and the PSTN. In scenarios where one
calling party is on the PSTN, the VoIP gateway server also plays
the role of a VoIP endpoint. The VoIP proxy and the VoIP gateway
services are often implemented by the same machine.

One of the most popular standards used in VoIP deployments is
the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). SIP [21] is a transport inde-
pendent application-layer protocol that provides a framework for
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Figure 1: A typical enterprise VoIP deployment. Outside callers
can either make VoIP calls over the Internet or over the PSTN line.
The SIP server uses an Analog Telephony Adapter (ATA) to trans-
late the call from PSTN to IP and vice-versa.

inviting end-hosts into a conversation. Similar to HTTP, SIP is a
text-based protocol which makes it extremely simple, efficient and
extensible. Soft phones use SIP to register with the VoIP proxy
server. When the proxy receives a call for the soft phone, it sends
a SIPinvite message to the soft phone. In response, the soft
phone may send aringing message back to the server. When
the user picks up the phone, it sends a SIP200 OK message that
indicates that call setup is complete.

The widespread deployment of enterprise Wi-Fi networks adds
an interesting dimension to VoIP in terms of support for mobil-
ity. An employee with a Wi-Fi VoIP phone can receive calls when
working in a conference room or a colleague’s office without rely-
ing on explicit call forwarding.

3. WIRELESS INTERFACE CHARACTER-
ISTICS

In this section, we look at energy consumption and data transfer
characteristics of different wireless interfaces. We investigate how
these characteristics impact the selection of the best wireless inter-
face to use for VoIP. In particular, we study the characteristics of
two cellular data networks (GPRS/EDGE and 1xEVDO), as well
as the Wi-Fi interface. We then profile the energy consumption
of the entire smartphone device while performing various tasks to
motivate the need for our Cell2Notify system.

3.1 Cellular Data vs. Wi-Fi
Since cellular radios are typically highly optimized to save en-

ergy, one possibility for making VoIP calls can be to use a smart-
phone’s cellular data connection. We performed a set of measure-
ments to investigate this alternative, and found that the cellular ra-
dio consumes significantly more power when used for data trans-
missions, even more so than the Wi-Fi interface. In this section,
we present experimental results to show the energy consumption of
two popular cellular data connections: GPRS/EDGE and 1xEVDO,
and compare these numbers with the energy consumed over Wi-
Fi. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first paper that com-
pares energy consumption of these wireless interfaces whenused
for VoIP communication.

We measured the energy consumption when accessing two dif-



ferent cellular data network technologies prevalent in theUS, namely
GSM and CDMA. The GPRS/EDGE data service is based on the
GSM technology, and is offered by providers such as Cingularand
T-Mobile. The 1xEVDO data service is based on CDMA and is
offered by Verizon and Sprint. Since it is difficult to obtainac-
curate power measurements from a smartphone as we demonstrate
in the next section, we used PC cards from Verizon and Cingular
inserted in a laptop to obtain power measurements. For Cingular,
we used the Sony Ericsson GC83 card to access their GPRS/EDGE
network, and for Verizon we used the Verizon V620 card to access
the 1xEVDO network. For both networks, we obtained good sig-
nal strength in the lab where we performed the experiments. For
our Wi-Fi measurements, we used the commonly available Netgear
WAG511 802.11a/b/g cardbus adapter.

To measure the power consumption of our PC cards, we plugged
them into our laptop using a PC card extender device. The ex-
tender exposes various pins that help us in measuring the power
used by the the PC card. Our setup is similar to the system used
in [20,23]. We attached a 20 m-ohm sense resistance in serieswith
the wireless card, and measured the current through the resistor us-
ing a data acquisition system. The current multiplied by thesupply
voltage yields the power consumed by the PC card. We performed
power measurements for three different states of each wireless card.
The first is the “not connected” state, in which the cards werenot
connected to the data network. This corresponds to the “not associ-
ated” state for a Wi-Fi card. The second is the “connected andidle”
state, in which the cards are connected to the data network but not
sending any traffic. The third state is the “connected and active”
state, where the card is connected to the network and is sending
and receiving VoIP traffic over UDP. In our experiments, we used
the popular g729 VoIP codec, which generates 50 byte VoIP pack-
ets at a data rate of 31.2 Kbps. We report the power measurements
for various states of the cards in Figure 2.

As shown in the Figure, the power consumption of the V620
(1xEVDO) card is quite substantial in both the “not connected”
and the “connected and idle” states. The SE-GC83 (GPRS/EDGE)
interface consumes much less power in those states. The V620
utility actively tries to search for the data network, and shows the
signal strength of the network even in the “not connected” state.
Furthermore, it sends periodic keep-alive messages in the “con-
nected and idle” state, and consumes significant power. On the
other hand, the SE-GC83 utility does not connect unless asked to
do so, and stays in a low power state when “connected and idle”.
Another interesting fact that is unique to the 1xEVDO radio is that
the energy consumption is not as much dependent on the number
of packets sent on the network as it is on the fact that the interface
is switched on. This can be seen from the similar power consumed
in the “not connected” and the “connected and idle” states for the
1xEVDO interface. Further, the 1xEVDO interface incurs a signif-
icant overhead in power, latency and network resources whenthe
radio is woken up from sleep mode. Consequently, the 1xEVDO
interface uses conservative policy to decide when to enter adeep
sleep mode. Note that the Wi-Fi card consumes the most energy
when it is not connected, as it keeps scanning for available wireless
networks. The energy consumption reduces significantly when the
card is connected (associated) as it enters IEEE 802.11 Power Save
Mode (PSM) [12].

Of all three interfaces, the Wi-Fi interface is themost power ef-
ficient radio during an active VoIP call. It consumes less than half
the energy of the V620, and less than 75% of the energy consumed
by the GPRS/EDGE radio. This can be explained by the high trans-
mit power used by the cellular radios to send data over much longer
distances (sometimes even miles) compared to Wi-Fi, where the
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Figure 2: Power measurements of 1xEVDO, GPRS/EDGE and Wi-
Fi interfaces for different scenarios. The “Connected and Active”
measurements show the power when transmitting 32 Kbps of VoIP
traffic over UDP. Note that when active, VoIP over Wi-Fi consumes
the least amount of battery power.

Interfaces Jitter (ms) Packet Loss (%)
Verizon V620 25.25 7.6

Cingular SE-GC83 17.24 18.935
Netgear WAG511 0.9745 0

Table 1: VoIP Quality over different network interfaces.

AP is usually within a 100 meter distance. This is exacerbated by
the strict real time requirements for VoIP and a short inter packet
generation time, as a result of which the cellular radios have no
opportunities to sleep and conserve energy.

Most of the power numbers we present in Figure 2 are consistent
with a recent paper by Mahmud et. al. [18], which compares the
power consumption of Wi-Fi and GPRS interfaces. However, inour
measurements, we found that the Wi-Fi interface in the “Connected
and Idle” state consumes significantly more power than what was
reported in [18]. We believe our measurements are accurate as it is
consistent with numbers presented in a number of related papers [2,
23]. Although it might be possible to further reduce the power
consumption of the Wi-Fi interface, we note that our Cell2Notify
scheme would still be beneficial as it completely disables the Wi-Fi
interface when it is not in use in an active VoIP call.

In addition to high power consumption, the performance of cellu-
lar data interfaces is also not well suited for real-time applications,
such as VoIP. We measured two metrics, jitter and loss rate, which
are usually associated with the quality of a VoIP connection, and
we present those results in Table 1. All three interfaces hada rea-
sonably good connection to their respective networks. The results
show that the quality of VoIP calls is much better over the Wi-Fi
connection than over the cellular data networks. In fact, the high
latency over the cellular data interface makes voice trafficintolera-
ble.

There are several other reasons why the cellular data network is
not ideal for VoIP traffic in an enterprise. The costs are greater,
because all employees (or the enterprise) needs to purchasea cel-
lular data plan, and these tend to be expensive. In most cases, this
needs to be an unlimited data connection since VoIP calling gen-
erates a significant amount of traffic. The enterprise also has no
control over calls using this approach, since the first hop from the
smartphone is the cellphone carrier. Consequently, it is extremely



Figure 3: Our experimental setup to measure the battery power
consumption of a smartphone when different network interfaces are
turned on and used.

difficult to implement and manage any call handling system. Given
the above factors, we conclude that it is preferable to use Wi-Fi for
VoIP instead than a cellular data network.

3.2 Smartphone Power Measurements
We now measure the power consumption of a popular smart-

phone, the HTC Tornado (Cingular 2125). This device has an ARM
TI 195 MHz processor, runs Windows Mobile 5.0 and has a TI-
1100 802.11g Wi-Fi chipset. We subscribed to the Cingular voice
plan for our experiments. We measured the power consumption
of the smartphone for various states of its network interfaces, i.e.
GSM and Wi-Fi, and we show that Wi-Fi is a major power drain if
it is in the ON state at all times. We also use these numbers later to
evaluate our Cell2Notify protocol.

Our experimental setup to measure the energy consumption ofa
smartphone is based on the technique described in [10]. We fully
charged the battery of the smartphone and then removed the battery
from the device for an hour. We then connected a 0.5 ohm sense
resistor in series with the battery of the device, and measured the
instantaneous current across the resistor at 50,000 samples per sec-
ond using a data acquisition system. We illustrate our setupin Fig-
ure 3. We repeated this procedure for each of our experiments. All
our experiments lasted five minutes each. To compute the power
consumed by the smartphone, we multiplied the current with the
average supply voltage of 3.7 Volts. The talk time for the Cingular
2125 is rated at 4 hours. With its 1150 mAH battery, this corre-
sponds to a power consumption in an active cellular voice call of
1150*3.7/4 = 1063.75 mW.

We present the measured results in Table 2. In each of our ex-
periments, we measure the total power consumption of the smart-
phone, not just the power consumption of the interface. We set
beaming to off, the backlight timeout to five seconds which isthe
minimum possible, the display timeout to 1 minute (also the mini-
mum possible), the light sensor to off, and the earpiece volume to
the minimum value.

As we see from this table, the smartphone expends very little
battery power to keep its GSM interface on when it is connected.
However, it consumes much more battery power when its Wi-Fi
interface is on. Note that the Wi-Fi card was using IEEE 802.11
power save mode. Even when the Wi-Fi radio is idle, the device
consumes more than 15 times the battery power than in GSM idle
mode. These numbers indicate that the total lifetime of a smart-

Scenario Power
All Radios off (Flight Mode) 15.688 mW

GSM Idle 27.38 mW
Wi-Fi (searching) 1042.44 mW
Wi-Fi (connected) 441.82 mW
Wi-Fi (send/recv) 1113.811 mW

Table 2: Power consumption of the Cingular 2125 smartphone for
different states of its network interfaces.

phone can be significantly increased if the Wi-Fi radio is turned off
most of the time. This forms the primary motivation for our work
on Cell2Notify, where we turn on the Wi-Fi device only when itis
needed.

4. CELL2NOTIFY ARCHITECTURE
Cell2Notify increases the battery lifetime of smartphonesby dis-

abling the Wi-Fi radio when the user is not making a VoIP call.It
enables the Wi-Fi interface only when either the user wants to initi-
ate a VoIP call, or when the user is receiving an incoming VoIPcall.
In the latter case, Cell2Notify sends a wake up signal to the smart-
phone as aring on the cellular interface (either GSM or CDMA).
As noted in Section 3.2, the cellular interface consumes signifi-
cantly less energy than the Wi-Fi interface when not in use, and
users rarely disable it. Consequently, Cell2Notify results in signif-
icant energy savings when using smartphones for VoIP over Wi-Fi.

The design of Cell2Notify poses two primary challenges. First,
the system needs to be easily deployable. Therefore, it should not
require changes to the standardized protocols used by VoIP phones.
Furthermore, Cell2Notify cannot require wholesale changes to net-
work infrastructures it relies upon – neither the Wi-Fi infrastruc-
ture nor the cellular infrastructure. Second, disabling the Wi-Fi
interface should not result in dropped calls nor significantdelays.
Cell2Notify must enable the Wi-Fi interface and complete the VoIP
call within a reasonable amount of time. Finally it must handle
scenarios where the user is an area that lacks either Wi-Fi orGSM
coverage.

The Cell2Notify architecture addresses these challenges by re-
quiring minimal modifications to the VoIP architecture illustrated
in Figure 1. Cell2Notify only requires software changes at the VoIP
proxy server and on the smartphone devices. Furthermore, all the
software changes are implemented at user-level, and hence are eas-
ily deployable. Our prototype system works with the SessionInitia-
tion Protocol (SIP) [21], which is the most commonly used protocol
to set up VoIP sessions. All our changes at the proxy server are to
the SIP proxy’s configuration files, which allows Cell2Notify to be
deployed incrementally. Our system is also backwards compatible
in that it supports users with phones that do not have a cellular in-
terface, though those users will not obtain any of the energysaving
benefits. Our system incurs acceptable call setup latencies, and we
devise simple protocols to handle scenarios where the user is out of
range of either the cellular or Wi-Fi network.

As shown in Figure 4, our system introduces two new compo-
nents to an existing VoIP system. We enhance the VoIP proxy
server of a traditional deployment with additional call handling
rules, and call it theCell2Notify Server. The Cell2Notify Server
also maintains a table that contains the mapping of users (VoIP
extensions) to their corresponding cell phone numbers. Theother
new component in the Cell2Notify system is theCell2Notify Client,
which is a traditional smartphone running our user-level service.
Our service handles notifications sent by the Cell2Notify server.
We describe our architecture in detail in the rest of this section.



 

Figure 4: Steps of the Cell2Notify protocol.

4.1 Cell2Notify Protocol
The main steps of the Cell2Notify protocol are illustrated in Fig-

ure 4. Registration, which is not shown in the figure, is required
before a device can utilize this architecture. In the Registration step
the network administrator adds a new smartphone to use the VoIP
system. During registration, the Cell2Notify server adds amap-
ping of the smartphone’s VoIP extension to its cell phone number.
The server also generates a unique Caller-ID (UID) that it will use
as the Caller-ID when calling the smartphone to initiate a wakeup.
The UID is 10 digits long, and its first digit is set to 0 to prevent
collisions with existing phone numbers. This scheme provides ba-
sic security against Caller-ID spoofing. Since this UID is randomly
generated and is different for different extensions, it is not trivial
for attackers to send spurious wakeup calls. We also presenta se-
curity enhancement to this basic scheme in Section 7.2. Finally,
the smartphone is updated to set the VoIP extension and to store the
UID that will be used by the server to contact it.

The Cell2Notify client disables its Wi-Fi interface whenever it
receives a good signal from a cellular base station. When an in-
coming VoIP call arrives at the Cell2Notify server (Step 1 ofFig-
ure 4), the server looks up the client’s extension in its table and
retrieves the corresponding cell phone entry. The server then initi-
ates a call to the client’s cell phone number over the PSTN using
an ATA (Step 2). When the Cell2Notify client receives this call,
our user-level service traps the Caller-ID, and checks to see if the
Caller-ID matches the Cell2Notify server’s UID. If the Caller-ID
does not match the service allows the call to ring on the device as a
regular call. However, if the Caller-ID does match the server’s UID
then the service enables the Wi-Fi interface (Step 3). The client as-
sociates with a Wi-Fi Access Point (AP) and registers its IP address
with the Cell2Notify server. The server can subsequently set up the
VoIP call (Step 4), by sending the Cell2Notify client’s credentials
to the caller. The call is finally carried out end-to-end between the
two devices without going through the server (Step 5). Afterthe
VoIP call ends, the Cell2Notify client disables the Wi-Fi interface.

We note that after Step 1, if the Cell2Notify server does not find a
cell phone number corresponding to the client’s extension,it simply
proceeds to handle it as a regular SIP server. In other words,it
attempts to set up the call if the client has previously registered,
and otherwise it will send back a busy tone. Similarly, if after Step
1 the Cell2Notify server finds that the client has already registered,

it attempts to setup the call as a regular SIP server, i.e. it directly
calls the client’s VoIP number.

4.2 Connectivity Scenarios
Cell2Notify needs to robustly handle situations where either the

cellular network or the Wi-Fi network becomes unavailable.In
these situations, our goal is to perform at least as well as a legacy
VoIP deployment that does not use Cell2Notify. In this section,
we enumerate the connectivity possibilities and describe the sys-
tem behavior in each of those situations.

4.2.1 Registered Client, in Wi-Fi, Cellular Range
This is the ideal case for our protocol. The smartphone is in

range of a known Wi-Fi network and has good cellular coverage.
It has also previously registered with the Cell2Notify server, and
its DHCP lease has not expired. Moreover, it has not moved re-
cently, so it has cached state of the nearby APs. When someone
calls the client, the Cell2Notify server sends a wake-up call on the
cellular interface. The smartphone then enables its Wi-Fi interface,
connects to the AP whose information it has cached, and sendsa
SIP register message to the Cell2Notify server. The server then
connects the VoIP call over the smartphone’s Wi-Fi interface.

4.2.2 Unregistered Client, in Wi-Fi, Cellular Range
In this scenario the client is in a Wi-Fi zone but has not yet con-

nected and registered. In comparison to the previously described
case, there is an extra step involved. Upon receiving the wakeup
call over the cellular interface from the Cell2Notify server, the de-
vice enables its Wi-Fi interface and performs a scan to look for
available APs. The rest of the steps are similar to the previous sce-
nario. To address this case, the Cell2Notify server attempts calls to
the client’s SIP extension multiple times to allow enough time for
the mobile device to look for available Wi-Fi APs.

4.2.3 Client in Cellular Range, out of Wi-Fi Range
We now consider the case where a client is not in a Wi-Fi zone.

When the Cell2Notify server sends a wake-up call over the cellu-
lar interface, the device enables the Wi-Fi interface and scans for
wireless networks. Since there is no wireless network available in
this case, the Cell2Notify client never sends a SIP registerback to
the Cell2Notify server and eventually turns its Wi-Fi interface off
to save power. To handle this scenario, we use a relatively long
timeout value at the proxy. If the proxy cannot connect the call to
the mobile device it has several options. Based on user preference,
it can either forward the call on the regular cellular line after reset-
ting the Caller-ID to the correct Caller-ID (not the UID), orit can
request that the caller leave a voicemail. The first option will com-
plete the call, although the call setup will incur extra latency equal
to the timeout value of the SIP server. These options can be con-
figured as part of the call handling rules (described in Section 4.3)
for the VoIP extension of the smartphone, and can be customized
based on user preference.

4.2.4 Client out of Cellular Range
Cell2Notify is based on two key properties of the cellular net-

works: low power consumption of the cellular radio and near ubiq-
uitous connectivity. However in the rare case that there is no cel-
lular coverage, our user-level service on the smartphone automat-
ically enables the Wi-Fi interface and registers with SIP onthe
Cell2Notify server. At this point, the Wi-Fi interface onlyuses
IEEE 802.11 power-save mode [12] to save energy. As soon as
the Cell2Notify client detects cellular coverage, it sendsa SIP de-
register message and turns off its Wi-Fi interface. At this point



it reverts to using Cell2Notify wakeups on its cellular interface to
enable its Wi-Fi interface.

4.2.5 Client Mobility
Mobility can cause a client to move in or out of cellular or Wi-

Fi coverage. This can lead to a window of vulnerability wherethe
state of the client may be different from what is known at the SIP
server. For example, when a client moves into cellular coverage,
it disables its Wi-Fi interface, although the SIP server might have
initiated the signaling of an incoming call on the client’s Wi-Fi in-
terface. To handle these mobile scenarios, Cell2Notify requires the
SIP server to simultaneously ring the cellular interface ofthe device
while sending a SIP invitation on the client’s Wi-Fi interface. So,
even in the above scenario, when a client moves into cellularcov-
erage, and disables its Wi-Fi interface, the call setup is successful.
In the other scenario where a client moves out of cellular coverage,
it immediately enables its Wi-Fi interface, and sends a SIP register
message to the SIP server. Therefore, in this case, the latency is
better than if the device was in cellular coverage. Finally,we note
that the problem of handoff across Wi-Fi APs when a VoIP call is
in progress, is out of scope for Cell2Notify, which is a signaling
protocol for VoIP call setup.

4.3 Modifications to the VoIP Server
The above steps can be implemented over SIP, without signif-

icant modifications to a standard VoIP proxy server. To imple-
ment Cell2Notify, we only need to addcall handling rulesfor each
VoIP extension or user name that is registered with the Cell2Notify
server, and no source code modifications to the VoIP proxy are
needed. This rule-based call handling is implemented by many
commercial SIP/VoIP proxies [31]. The set of SIP rules at the
Cell2Notify server are as follows:

1. Send ring tone to caller.

2. Make call to callee’s registered cell phone.

3. Dial the VoIP extension of callee. Retry after timeout.

4. Wait a few seconds for callee’s response.

5. Send invalid tone to the caller if no response from callee.

6. Hang up if no response from callee is forthcoming.

In Section 5, we present the specific call rules we used in our pro-
totype for the Asterisk SIP server. Step 1 informs the callerthat
the call is being handled. Step 2 tells the callee to enable its Wi-Fi
interface and complete the call. Step 3 attempts to connect to the
caller. The server retries this step a few times to account for vari-
ation in the time taken by the callee to associate and authenticate
with the AP, and obtain an IP address using DHCP. Step 4 waits a
little longer for a response. If there is no response from thecallee,
the server sends back an invalid tone to the caller (or voice mailbox
of the callee) in Step 5 and hangs up the call in Step 6.

Since these changes are just rules added to the configuration
file of the SIP server, Cell2Notify can be easily added to an exist-
ing VoIP deployment without adding any new servers or changing
the infrastructure. Furthermore, Cell2Notify works within deploy-
ments that have VoIP phones without a cellular interface, orwhere
some users prefer not to use Cell2Notify. Therefore, our system is
incrementally deployable as well as backwards compatible.

4.4 Modifications to the Smartphone
We require a few changes to the smartphone devices, yet all these

changes can be implemented relatively easily. We need the follow-
ing additional features: (i) The ability to distinguish awake-upcall
from a regular call over the cellular interface. (ii) The ability to
power on the Wi-Fi interface. (iii) The ability to control associa-
tion and authentication with a Wi-Fi network. (iv) The ability to
monitor traffic over the Wi-Fi interface to power it off automati-
cally at the end of a VoIP call.

As described in Section 4.1, the Cell2Notify server sends a unique
ID (UID) to the mobile device as part of the registration process.
The component of the smartphone that handles incoming callsneeds
to be modified to check the Caller-ID of all incoming calls against
this UID. In case of a Windows Mobile based smartphone this can
be done by modifying the connection manager. When the incoming
Caller-ID does not match the UID, the incoming call is treated as
a regular call. When the incoming Caller-ID does match the UID,
the connection manager takes the following steps:

1. Do not send the call notification to the user.

2. Power on the Wi-Fi interface.

3. Authenticate and associate to the Wi-Fi network and request
an IP address from the DHCP server.

4. Start up the SIP softphone user interface.

5. Send a SIP register message to SIP proxy with the destination
address as the IP address acquired from the Wi-Fi network.

When the Cell2Notify server receives the SIP register message
from the smartphone device, it can complete the SIP call. An im-
portant point to note is that the Cell2Notify server is not required
to keep any state, since the SIP call is completed over the Wi-Fi
interface of the mobile device and the voice session (using RTP) is
established end-to-end. This makes our system highly scalable.

Once the VoIP call ends, the smartphone must detect this event
and turn off the Wi-Fi interface to save energy. This may be com-
plicated given the presence of other traffic on the Wi-Fi interface,
in which case it may not be clear that the call has ended. To detect
the end of a VoIP call, we have implemented an activity detector
that monitors the wireless interface for data sent and received. Al-
though VoIP sessions generate an almost constant quantity of data
traffic during the lifetime of a session, the actual quantityof traffic
is dependent on the codec used. Therefore, automatically distin-
guishing VoIP from other traffic is very difficult. Instead, our de-
tector simply uses a conservative approach, powering off the Wi-Fi
interface after a full ten seconds of network inactivity (although the
interval length is configurable).

4.5 Other Applications
Until now we have focused on using Cell2Notify solely for VoIP

calls. However, this architecture can be used to enable a number
of other services for smartphones. For example, the Cell2Notify
server can be configured to send e-mail notifications by usinga
different Caller-ID. The Cell2Notify client can use the Caller-ID
to differentiate between VoIP and e-mail notifications. Thesmart-
phone can then connect to the mail server over Wi-Fi to download
the e-mail message contents. Because many people receive a much
larger number of incoming e-mails than phone calls, our notifica-
tion system may impose a much larger load on the cellular net-
work. To avoid this overload, we can tune the Cell2Notify server to
only send these notifications for high priority e-mails, or for e-mails
from a pre-specified group of people.



A similar application that can benefit from Cell2Notify isFax
over Wi-Fi. Any existing scheme for sending Fax over IP, such as
T.38 [19], requires the Wi-Fi client to be enabled and hence drains
battery power. With Cell2Notify, the Wi-Fi client can be disabled
most of the time, and enabled only to receive the fax transmission.
Cell2Notify also has applications outside the enterprise setting. For
example, any VoIP provider, such as VoIP-User or Skype, can use
Cell2Notify to notify their users of incoming calls at home.They
would only additionally need the cell phone numbers of smart-
phones that would be used as receivers of the VoIP calls. In a sim-
ilar vein, cell phone providers such as T-Mobile, who are moving
towards UMA [29] could benefit from Cell2Notify. UMA allows
a cell phone to use a Wi-Fi connection if available. However,the
Wi-Fi device always needs to be enabled to receive incoming calls.
Using Cell2Notify, they can disable the client’s Wi-Fi device unless
the client is either receiving a call or making one.

4.6 Alternatives to Cell2Notify
There are several alternatives to Cell2Notify. In this subsection

we use three metrics to argue that notifications using a call over the
cellular network is a better approach. The three metrics are: cost,
deployability, and performance.

One alternative to Cell2Notify is Wake-On-Wireless [23]. This
scheme requires a custom low power radio to be added to each
smartphone, as well as to the enterprise wireless infrastructure.
When a user receives a call, Wake-On-Wireless(WoW) sends a sig-
nal to the smartphone using the low power radio to enable the Wi-Fi
interface. This scheme is more costly as this requires the deploy-
ment of other low power radios, and is also less deployable since
it requires hardware changes on all the smartphone devices.On-
demand paging [1] has the same goal. It requires Bluetooth hard-
ware to be added to each AP. On receiving a call, the AP sends
a signal via Bluetooth to the smartphone to enable the Wi-Fi de-
vice. Since smartphones mostly have a Bluetooth interface,this
scheme is more deployable than WoW. However, it too requires
changes to the infrastructure and is therefore costly. Furthermore,
both Wake-On-Wireless and On-Demand Paging suffer from the
range mismatch problem: the different wireless interfaceshave dif-
ferent coverage ranges, and the low-power wireless interface typi-
cally covers a smaller region than the Wi-Fi interface. Therefore,
the additional wireless infrastructure must be deployed ata higher
density than the existing Wi-Fi deployment of access points.

Another approach to Cell2Notify would be to use an SMS (Short
Messaging System) based notification system. This scheme issim-
ilar to ours except that it would send an SMS message to the smart-
phone over the cellular network. Although this scheme is as cheap
and deployable as Cell2Notify, it suffers from poor performance.
SMS usually incurs higher latency and is more unreliable than phone
calls. This reduces the usability of this system.

5. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
We are currently implementing the Cell2Notify system on Win-

dows CE, a commonly used operating system on smartphones. In
the meantime, for evaluation purposes, we have built a prototype of
Cell2Notify using commonly available off-the-shelf components.
The components of our prototype are illustrated in Figure 5.We
implement the Cell2Notify server using a combination of theopen-
source Asterisk SIP Server [3] and the VoIP gateway providedby
Junction Networks [13]. We emulate a smartphone using a combi-
nation of a cell phone and a laptop running Windows XP. We use
a Sony Ericsson W810i cell phone with a built-in Bluetooth inter-
face. The laptop also has built-in Bluetooth, and we use a Netgear
WAG511 Cardbus card as the Wi-Fi interface. Finally, we use a

Figure 5: Our prototype implementation of Cell2Notify. We imple-
ment the Cell2Notify server as a combination of a commonly avail-
able SIP Proxy and an Internet- based VoIP gateway. We emulate a
smartphone using a combination of a cellphone that communicates
with a Wi-Fi equipped laptop using Bluetooth.

popular SIP client for Windows XP called X-Lite [7] as the VoIP
softphone.

Our prototype requires minimal modifications to the above com-
ponents. We made changes to the call handling configuration files
of the SIP server, and we built a user-levelcall-managerservice
that runs on the Windows XP laptop. Our prototype demonstrates
the ease with which Cell2Notify can be incrementally deployed in
an existing VoIP system. Although our prototype is not the ideal
implementation of the Cell2Notify architecture, it servesto demon-
strate a working system and it is useful for evaluation of ourarchi-
tecture.

The steps of the Cell2Notify protocol for our prototype are shown
in Figure 5. When someone makes a incoming call to a Cell2Notify
client, the Asterisk SIP Proxy looks up the corresponding cellular
number for the client, and makes a call to the client over PSTNus-
ing the Junction Networks gateway. When our cellphone receives
the call, it notifies the laptop of the incoming call via Bluetooth.
The call-manager service on the laptop then turns on the Wi-Fi in-
terface and uses it to connect the call. When the call is complete,
the call-manager turns off the Wi-Fi interface. In the rest of this
section, we describe the implementation details of the Cell2Notify
server and client components.

5.1 Prototype Cell2Notify Server
The Cell2Notify server only requires minimal modificationsto

the Asterisk SIP Server. We have added a mapping from SIP ex-
tensions to the corresponding cell phone number, and a set ofcall
handling rules for each registered Cell2Notify client. Asterisk sup-
ports integration with a back-end database, thus allowing the cell
phone mapping table and call handling rules to be implemented
as separate tables in the database, and be linked to the Asterisk
server. Presently we have manually added these mappings foreach
Cell2Notify client to the Asterisk configuration files. However, this
task can be easily automated using the supported database function-
ality.

We implement the steps described in Section 4.3 as call handling
rules in the Asterisk server. We define these rules for every regis-
tered extension or user name. To define the call handling rules, we
use generic functions that are supported by most SIP proxies, such



as Ringing, Playback, Dial, Wait andSet(CALLERID). TheRinging
function sends back a ring notification to the caller.Playbackplays
a default welcome message andDial dials a SIP extension. The
Wait function waits for a specified duration before executing the
next rule.Set(CALLERID)is interesting as it allows the Caller-ID
of the outbound call to be set to anarbitrary number. In the fol-
lowing example, we present the call handling rules for a particular
extension, say extension7676:

1. exten => 7676,1,Ringing

2. exten => 7676,2,Set(CALLERID(number)= UID)

3. exten => 7676,3,Dial(SIP/Cell-Number
@jnctn,5)

4. exten => 7575,4,Wait(2)

5. exten => 7676,5,RetryDial(waiting|1|8|
SIP/7676|30|Ttm)

6. exten => 7676,6,Playback(Invalid)

7. exten => 7676,7,Hangup

These rules define the steps executed by the Cell2Notify server
when there is an incoming call for extension 7676. The first ar-
gument denotes the destination extension (7676) for the incoming
call, the second argument is the rule order(1,2,..,7), and the third de-
notes the function (Dial, Ringing, etc.). Rule 1 executes theRinging
function and sends back a ring tone to the caller. The server then
looks at Rule 2 and executes theSet(CALLERID)function with the
UID as a parameter, essentially setting the Caller-ID to theUID for
the next outbound call. As explained earlier the UID is different for
each smartphone client using Cell2Notify and is negotiatedduring
registration. Rule 3 places a call to the particular cellular number
associated with extension 7676 using the Junction Networksgate-
way. Rule 3 is essentially needed to send a signal to the Cell2Notify
client to turn on its Wi-Fi interface. In rule 4 the server executes
Wait for 2 seconds to insert some delay before trying to contact
the extension. On encountering rule 5 the server executesDial to
contact the SIP extension 7676 repeatedly 8 times with a 1 second
interval between subsequent retries. These retries are needed be-
cause of the latency to turn on the Wi-Fi interface on the laptop
device, and the latency to associate and authenticate over the Wi-Fi
network. In the case where call is not connected or remains unan-
swered the server executes thePlaybackfunction as specified in
rule 6, to send the caller an invalid extension or unreachable mes-
sage. According to Rule 7, the server executes aHangupto end the
call. Rule 6 could be modified to playback another message, record
a voice mail, forward the call to another extension, or even forward
the call to the cellular number of the user.

When a call handling rule (such as Rule 3) requires the serverto
place a call on the regular telephone network, it uses an ATA or an
external third party VoIP provider to bridge the IP based network
with the PSTN. We have implemented both these options. In the
first option, we used the Sipura ATA [24] and a privately leased
PSTN line. For the second option, we used the Junction Networks
VoIP gateway. Using an ATA may be preferable for an enterprise,
because the call leaves the IP network within the enterpriseitself.
However, using a third party VoIP provider may be cheaper.

An architectural requirement for the Cell2Notify server isthe
ability to place a call over the PSTN using an arbitrary Caller-ID.
We implement this using theSet(CALLERID)function of Aster-
isk in conjunction with the VoIP gateway of Junction Networks.
The SIP server sets the desired Caller-ID as a parameter to the

Set(CALLERID)function. Junction Networks allows users to pro-
vide their own Caller-IDs for outgoing calls, as long as it isany
10 digit number, and then places a call to the destination PSTN
number with this Caller-ID using an ATA located in the Junction
Networks data center. We are currently working on implementing
this functionality on the Sipura ATAs. We discuss the implications
of Caller-ID spoofing in Section 7.

5.2 Prototype Cell2Notify Client
We now describe the implementation of the Cell2Notify client,

focusing on three main challenges. First, we need a way to sig-
nal an incoming call on the Sony Ericsson cell phone to the call
manager service on the Windows XP laptop, and we need to send
the Caller-ID of the incoming call to the call manager. Second, we
need minimize the delay in completing the call by reducing the de-
lay imposed by the Wi-Fi authentication and association process.
Finally, the call manager service needs to determine when the call
ends and disable the Wi-Fi interface.

We address the first challenge without requiring modifications to
the Sony Ericsson handset by configuring the Bluetooth interface
on the laptop to appear as a Bluetooth headset to the cell phone.
Consequently, an incoming call on the cellphone notifies theBlue-
tooth headset, which is in fact our laptop. We use Float Mobile
Agent (FMA) [9] to configure the laptop Bluetooth interface to ap-
pear as a headset device. FMA is powerful phone editing software
which has extensive support for Sony Ericsson handsets, including
a rich set of APIs to control the handset. One feature of theseAPIs
handles aCall-Notify event which our call manager service uses
to trap an incoming call. We built a separate call handler on the
FMA framework that checks the Caller-ID of each incoming call
to see if it is from the Cell2Notify server, based on the unique ID
that was exchanged as part of the registration process. FMA also
provides a way to disconnect a call. If the Caller-ID matchesthat
of the Cell2Notify server, the call handler disconnects thecall and
wakes up the Wi-Fi interface. If the Caller-ID does not match, the
call handler lets the call through and ring on the handset.

To address the second challenge, our service uses caching to
quickly associate with an Access Point and complete the callover
Wi-Fi. When a wireless card is enabled, it usually goes through a
series of steps before it obtains a valid IP address. For example, it
scans the network looking for the best available AP, after which it
performs the entire association procedure. Associating with an AP
using the standard Windows XP Zero Configuration Service takes
multiple seconds [6]. We optimize this step by caching the fre-
quency channels of the most commonly used APs. We also turn
off the Zero Configuration Service and implement tools to control
the wireless interface from our own Cell2Notify service. When the
Wi-Fi interface is turned on, we instruct the card to go to specific
channels and attempt association to the wireless network. We have
measured the total time to associate on a given channel to be less
than 20 ms for the Netgear WAG511. Using this optimization, we
are able to complete the association within a few hundred millisec-
onds, as shown in Section 6. Once the Wi-Fi card is enabled and
has an IP address, we start the X-Lite SIP client. The SIP client
sends a register message to the Cell2Notify server with its acquired
IP address and completes the call over Wi-Fi.

Finally, we need a way to automatically detect the end of a VoIP
call and turn off the Wi-Fi interface. After the Wi-Fi interface is en-
abled, our call manager service enters an activity monitoring mode.
In this mode, it checks the number of packets sent and received on
the Wi-Fi interface. It does not immediately disable the Wi-Fi inter-
face when the number of packets is zero, as this might disconnect
the call during a period of silence. Instead, the service uses some
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(c) Beth’s Cell Phone

Figure 6: Call logs of three users. James is an employee in an enterprise, and the heaviest office phone user among five employees we
studied. John is a moderate cell phone user, and Beth is an extremely heavy cell phone user. She makes calls at 3 AM, and receives a call at
8 AM.

hysteresis and only disables the Wi-Fi interface if there are no pack-
ets sent over it for a certain number of seconds. We experimented
with various values and found that a delay of ten seconds was ad-
equate. To avoid modifications to the SIP client applicationcode,
we terminate the SIP client process at the end of a call and restart
it when a new call is initiated or received.

5.3 Is the Prototype Real?
We have built and demonstrated a working Cell2Notify proto-

type. One obvious concern is the practicality of our system,given
that we have emulated the Cell2Notify client rather than imple-
menting it on a real smartphone. We argue that all our changes
can be easily migrated to a smartphone. The Bluetooth notifica-
tion from the cell phone to the laptop will not be required when the
GSM and Wi-Fi interface are on the same device. Our call handling
routines would also be simpler on a smartphone, and we would not
need the APIs provided by FMA. For example, on a smartphone
running Windows CE the only modification required is to the Con-
nection Manager on the smartphone device to implement the call
handling functionality. Changes to enable and disable the Wi-Fi
interface can also be easily migrated to the smartphone. In fact, we
expect even better performance on smartphones since the SIPclient
will always be running on it, as compared to our prototype where
we have to terminate and restart the X-Lite SIP client process.

6. SYSTEM EVALUATION
The utility of a mobile device is directly related to the useful

operating lifetime before its battery needs to be recharged. Thus,
the primary metric we use to evaluate our Cell2Notify systemis
the reduction in energy consumption, which directly translates to
increased battery lifetime. We also evaluate the increase in end-
to-end latency that a caller experiences when making a call to a
Cell2Notify client. Our results show that using Cell2Notify, users
can greatly increase the total usage lifetime of their Wi-Fienabled
smartphones when using VoIP, while experiencing only a nominal
increase in initial call-setup latency.

6.1 Reduction in Energy Consumption
To quantify the energy savings enabled by Cell2Notify, we first

measured the power consumption of various commonly used wire-
less cards. The 802.11 standard [12] specifies various modesof op-
eration for the interface but not the specific implementation details.
Table 3 below illustrates the power consumption of several Wi-
Fi interfaces in the normal mode of operation, Awake Mode(AM),
and the low power mode called Power Save Mode (PSM), achieved
by duty cycling the wireless interface. The Cisco PCM-350 is

sometimes referred to in research literature for the sake ofcom-
parison, although it is known to be quite power inefficient. The
Netgear MA701 and Linksys WCF12 cards are the most power ef-
ficient among the cards that we have measured and thus we use the
Linksys WCF12 as a baseline for comparison. Once enabled, a Wi-
Fi interface usually takes some time to stabilize, before reaching a
state where it can perform active data transfer. Similarly,when dis-
abling a Wi-Fi interface it takes some time before the power drawn
by it becomes negligible. In addition to measuring the powercon-
sumption of these wireless cards, we have also measured the power
consumption of a Windows Mobile based smartphone. The power
consumption for the Cingular 2125 was reported in Section 3.2 ear-
lier.

Vendor Average Power
Idle(AM) Idle (PSM) Active

Cisco PCM 350 1300mW 390mW 1600mW
Linksys WCF12 690mW 256mW 890mW
Netgear MA701 780mW 264mW 990mW

Table 3: Measured power consumption for 802.11b cards

The effective energy savings for a particular user are somewhat
dependent on their usage patterns. As stated earlier, our Cell2Notify
scheme keeps the Wi-Fi interface of a smartphone switched off at
all times, except during an active VoIP call. Thus, a user whouses
their phone for sporadic conversations will end up saving more
energy, in contrast to a heavy user who communicates more fre-
quently. Energy saved by our low power architecture is thus di-
rectly dependent on the amount of idle time experienced by a mo-
bile device.

In order to study typical usage patterns, we gathered detailed
cellular phone call-logs of different users. Using these call logs we
construct a similar trace of periods of communication activity and
inactivity, that would be experienced if the users were using VoIP
over Wi-Fi instead. Using these call traces we accurately estimate
the level of energy savings enabled by the Cell2Notify architecture.
We then compare this to the energy consumption of these devices,
if they were using the standard 802.11 operating modes, AM and
PSM respectively. This technique of using call-logs is similar to
the one used in Wake-on-Wireless [23].

Figures 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) show the calling patterns of users
James, John and Beth respectively. James is a real employee in an
enterprise and is the heaviest user among five of his colleagues in
our study group. John is a light user with an average talk timeof
about 5 minutes per hour. Beth on the other end is a hypothetical
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Figure 7: Energy consumption using two cards, with and without
Cell2Notify for three different users. Cell2Notify saves more energy
for lighter usage patterns.
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Figure 8: Energy consumption of a Cingular 2125 with and with-
out Cell2Notify for three users. We assume that the user doesnot
use the smartphone for any other purpose, but only for makingand
receiving VoIP calls.

person with a relatively heavy usage pattern, with an average talk
time of 15 minutes per hour. On the horizontal axis, the hour of the
day is shown ranging from 0 hours to 23 hours. The total numberof
minutes that a user was actively communicating over the phone are
marked on the vertical axis. The different shaded subsections for
each vertical column depict the number of calls made in that hour
and the duration of each call. These call logs are illustrative traces
that help evaluate theestimatedenergy savings for these three usage
patterns.

Figure 7 plots the totalcommunicationenergy consumption for
the various users calling patterns in a 24 hour period. The graphs
shows the energy consumed in the wireless interface when twolow
power Wi-Fi cards (MA701, WCF12) are used, compared to the
energy consumption when utilizing the Cell2Notify architecture.
As can be seen even Beth, with a heavy usage pattern, can save
up to 47% of the energy consumption compared to using the Wi-Fi
cards in the Power Save Mode (PSM). John and James, who have
lighter usage patterns end up saving 70% and 87% respectively of
the energy consumed compared to using the Netgear MA701 in
PSM mode.

In essence, lowering the energy consumption leads to longerbat-
tery lifetime of a smartphone. To quantify the effects of ourscheme
in terms of increased lifetime we measured the power consumption
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Figure 9: Breakdown of various steps of the Cell2Notify protocol
in call-setup latency. The right bar shows the expected latency with
our proposed optimizations. Even without optimizations, the extra
delay is around ten seconds, which isless than two rings.

of a Wi-Fi enabled Smartphone (Cingular 2125) in various modes
of operation. Using our detailed power measurements reported
in Section 3.2 and the rated capacity of the phone battery (1150
mAH), we determine battery lifetime. Figure 8 shows the increase
in battery lifetime for the three usage scenarios. Our base compar-
ison is using the Wi-Fi in always on mode for the smartphone. As
can be seen Beth experiences a 70% increase in battery lifetime by
using Cell2Notify. John and James on the other hand experience
a 230% and 540% increase in lifetime, primarily because of their
light usage patterns.

6.2 End-to-End Latency
The reduction in energy consumption when using the Cell2Notify

architecture has an associated tradeoff with respect to theadded la-
tency in connecting a VoIP call. Since the mobile device thatis the
end recipient of the VoIP call has its wireless interface switched
off, there are multiple steps that have to be taken before thedevice
can actually accept the call over Wi-Fi. Each of these steps has an
associated latency overhead. In this section we evaluate these la-
tencies for our prototype implementation. We also provide detailed
measurements of these latencies for other platforms. Some of the
latencies are fixed costs which are beyond our control, for example
the time taken to connect a call over the cellular network, while
some of the other latency components can be optimized. Using
these measurements we can provide a reasonably accurate estimate
of the lower bound on the total end-to-end latency that a device
using our architecture experiences.

Cell2Notify Protocol Step Latency (in seconds)
Standard Dev. Max Value

Call on GSM 0.098 3.7
Enable Wi-Fi 0.265 1.7
Connect to AP 0.073 0.36

Enable VoIP Client 0.105 4.8
Obtain IP Address 1.08 4.44

SIP Operations 0.025 0.488

Table 4: Standard deviation and maximum values for various steps
of the Cell2Notify protocol. Note that the steps “Enable VoIP
Client” and “Obtain IP Address” occur in parallel.



Figure 9 shows the breakdown of the call-setup latency intro-
duced by various steps of the Cell2Notify system. The bar on the
left in the figure shows the latencies measured on our prototype im-
plementation using the combination of a Windows XP laptop and
an SE-810i cellular phone. The column on the right shows the ex-
pected latency for the case of a final product implementationon a
smartphone. Each latency value presented in the Figure is anaver-
age over a minimum of ten runs. We present the standard deviation
and maximum values for each of these steps in Table 4.

Our measurements show that the average added latency for our
prototype implementation is around ten seconds. This extrawait is
equivalent to two rings received by the caller. We believe this over-
head is minimal and acceptable in most scenarios. Furthermore, we
expect a real smartphone and enterprise deployment of Cell2Notify
to incur an overhead of around seven seconds, which will provide
a more seamless experience to users of Cell2Notify.

A big chunk of the overhead is the time taken by the SIP server
to call the GSM interface of the Sony Ericsson cell phone. It is dif-
ficult to accurately quantify this overhead, since the caller (server)
and callee (Sony Ericsson handset) are on two different machines.
We used a stopwatch to measure this time for over 20 runs, but
we are aware of possible inaccuracies due to human reaction times.
However, we note that our reaction times will likely result in an
overestimate of the latency. As we see in Figure 9, the time taken
for the Cell2Notify server to call the GSM interface of the Sony
Ericsson phone is around 3.7 seconds in our prototype. A large
portion of this overhead seems to be the time taken to call Junc-
tion Networks, and for Junction Networks to make a long distance
call to our cell phone. To estimate the time it would take in a real
prototype, we tested calling a local cell phone number usingthe
Sipura [24] ATA that we have set up in our lab. We note that this
time was only 2.5 seconds. Since most enterprises will have their
private VoIP gateway, this seems to be a reasonable estimatein a
real prototype.

We further explored the lower bound of this delay when the VoIP
gateway is on the enterprise LAN. We placed calls from the SIP
server to the client phone through the Junction Networks VoIP gate-
way, and for different types of client phone connections. Weplaced
10 calls for each connection type, and present the distribution of the
time taken to place these calls in Table 5. We note that it takes an
extra second to place a call to the GSM phone, and the connection
quality of the phone does not add a significant latency. Further-
more, it takes much lesser time to place a call on the CDMA phone.
This latency is comparable to the time taken for placing a call to the
land line phone, which is around 2.4 seconds.

Client Phone (Signal) Latency (in seconds)
Avg. Std Dev. Max.

GSM Cingular (Excellent) 3.6 0.074 3.6
GSM Cingular (Poor) 3.78 0.092 3.9
CDMA Verizon (Fair) 2.44 0.117 2.6

Landline Phone 2.41 0.074 2.5

Table 5: Distribution of time taken by the SIP server to “ring” a
phone for various connection types. We present the latency to ring
a land line number as a reference.

Our optimization of using cached Access Point BSSIDs gives
good results. Our Cell2Notify client is able to associate with the
AP in less than 200 ms. We used three different APs on three dif-
ferent frequency channels in our experiments. We disabled the card
and randomly picked an AP to associate with in each run. We also
measured the default time to connect to an AP without our opti-

mization of caching the AP information resulting in a much higher
overhead, between 3 and 4 seconds in each run. This latency isex-
pected since without our optimization, the wireless card goes into
scan mode. It stays for over 100 ms in each channel (all 802.11a
and g channels), and only then associate with the best AP.

Another significant latency in Cell2Notify is the time to obtain
an IP address and bring up the softphone. As shown in Figure 9
this overhead is around 5 seconds in our prototype. Althoughit
only takes about 2.5 seconds to obtain the DHCP address, the total
time to start the X-Lite SIP client process takes around 5 seconds.
As mentioned earlier, we had to restart the SIP client process to
avoid modifications to the SIP client code. In an actual implemen-
tation over smartphone, we do not expect this artificial overhead of
restarting the SIP client to be present. Instead, the only overhead
should be the time required to obtain a valid IP address.

After the softphone has initialized and obtained a valid IP ad-
dress it sends a SIP Register message, and a Subscribe message to
the Cell2Notify server, which together take less than 0.5 seconds.
Once the server receives the SIP register from the Windows XPSIP
client, it connects the call. These steps have very low overhead.

Finally, we note that since most users are willing to tolerate up to
five rings (25 seconds) after call connection to reach the voice mail,
the less than ten seconds (2 rings) delay introduced by Cell2Notify
is acceptable in most scenarios. Ideally a user study would be use-
ful to estimate the actual impact of this increase in latency. We plan
to investigate this as part of our future work.

7. DISCUSSION
We now discuss various issues in the design of Cell2Notify. We

first discuss the legality of our approach, and show how our sys-
tem can be secured against spoofed Caller-IDs. We then discuss
the concerns that cellular operators may have to the deployment of
Cell2Notify.

7.1 Is Caller-ID Spoofing Legal?
There is no law in the US against Caller-ID spoofing [30]. Caller-

ID over PSTN is sent using the SS7 signaling protocol. Before
the days of VoIP, expensive equipment was required to spoof a
Caller-ID. With VoIP, one can introduce fake Caller-ID informa-
tion when passing the call from IP to PSTN. There are a number
of commercial services [26,27] that allow users to make calls from
a spoofed Caller-ID. This has led to a few abuse cases of “pretext
calls”, where people pretend to be someone else to extract private
information [30]. Therefore, in a recent development, the FCC is
investigating the use of Caller-ID spoofing for fraudulent purposes.
However, since Cell2Notify does not attempt any fraudulentactiv-
ity, we do not expect it to be affected in the near future.

7.2 Handling Spoofed Caller-IDs
Given that Caller-ID spoofing is legal in some countries such

as the US, we need to protect against attackers who might spoof
the Caller-ID of the Cell2Notify proxy causing the smartphone to
enable the Wi-Fi card and waste battery power. We can thwart
this attack by authenticating the Cell2Notify proxy at the client us-
ing standard cryptographic techniques. One way to achieve this is
to use the S/KEY system [11], which originated from Lamport’s
scheme [17] as follows. The Cell2Notify proxy shares a different
secret key with each VoIP user, which is set up during secure regis-
tration. The first Caller-ID used by the proxy is the last ninedigits
of a one-way hash appliedn times over the secret key, wheren is
a large number. The first digit of the Caller-ID is set to 0 to avoid
collisions with a PSTN phone number. The subsequent Caller-ID
is ann − 1 times one-way hash of the secret key, and so on. The



Cell2Notify client authenticates the proxy by applying theone-way
hash on the Caller-ID to see if it matches the previous Caller-ID.
Given a strong hash function, this scheme can provide reasonable
protection against a spoofed Caller-ID attack.

7.3 Concerns of Cellular Operators
Cellular operators have a valid reason for blocking the Caller-

ID of the Cell2Notify server. After all, Cell2Notify only uses their
network as a signaling channel. Consequently, cellular operators
do not stand to gain by allowing Cell2Notify. We have several
reasons to believe that cellular operators might be willingto allow
Cell2Notify to make signaling calls over their network. Cell2Notify
imposes little load on their network as for every incoming call to
the VoIP phone, we make one signaling call over the cellular net-
work which does not last more than a few seconds. Even assuming
that the VoIP phone has similar usage characteristics as thecellu-
lar phone (in Section 6 we show in fact that an enterprise phone
is used quite infrequently), a ring for every incoming call imposes
little extra overhead. Furthermore, users might be willingto pay
an extra “connection charge” to achieve longer battery lifetime. In
some cases, the enterprise may be willing to pay a flat fee to cellular
operators to support this service. We also believe this workis ex-
tremely timely given the launch of T-Mobile’s UMA service [29].
Cellular operator’s supporting UMA [14] can provide Cell2Notify
service as an additional selling point. Finally, we note that it might
be technically infeasible for cellular operators to block calls from
the Cell2Notify server, since the proxy uses a different Caller-ID
each time it sends a signal using the mechanism described in Sec-
tion 7.2.

8. RELATED WORK
Several projects have investigated techniques to optimizethe en-

ergy consumption of the Wi-Fi interface in battery powered mobile
devices. These techniques range from protocol optimizations in
various layers of the networking protocol stack for single Wi-Fi ra-
dio based systems, to techniques that leverage multiple radios on
the same device. In the case of systems based on a single Wi-Fi
radio, researchers have explored various optimizations atthe appli-
cation layer [8, 16], transport layer [5] and MAC Layer [15, 32].
However, as we have shown earlier, the power consumption forWi-
Fi in the lowest power mode (PSM) is still quite substantial even
when the device is idle. Cell2Notify, in contrast proposes the use
of a long range cellular radio, which has an order of magnitude less
power consumption than Wi-Fi PSM, to notify a Wi-Fi smartphone
of an incoming call.

Taking into account the high idle power of Wi-Fi, the idea of us-
ing a second lower power radio to wake-up a higher power radio,
has been proposed [1,23]. Wake-on-Wireless [23] proposes the use
of a second special-purpose radio that serves as a wake-up channel
for a Wi-Fi radio. The authors have proposed a PDA based phone
usage scenario for their system, similar to Cell2Notify. However
the choice of the short range custom radio necessitates multiple in-
termediate proxies and presence servers in order to notify the PDA-
phone of an incoming call. On-Demand-Paging [1], builds on the
idea of [23], to use a commodity Bluetooth radio present on mobile
devices to serve as a low power paging channel for Wi-Fi. The pri-
mary difference between our scheme and both Wake-On-Wireless
and On-Demand-Paging is our design choice to leverage the much
longerrange cellular radios compared to their choice ofshortrange
radios. This has two important advantages. First, since Cell2Notify
uses cellular radios with almost ubiquitous coverage, the area of
operation is much larger. Second, the infrastructure support needed
for our scheme is minimal, with only minor software modifications

needed at both the client device and an existing VoIP proxy interms
of call handling rules. Comparatively both the above schemes need
substantial additional infrastructure support, while still limiting the
area of operation to their region of deployment.

Another set of related work looks at using multiple radios for
active data transfer, rather than just wake-up [4, 20, 25]. Tur-
ducken [25] investigates the application scheduling problem across
heterogeneous subsystems to maximize the battery lifetimeof a
mobile device. Cell2Notify addresses a different problem of en-
abling the Wi-Fi interface only when required for a specific VoIP
over Wi-Fi scenario within the context of a smartphone. Another
related work, called CoolSpots [20], builds on the ideas first pre-
sented in [4], and presents algorithms to opportunistically use either
the Wi-Fi or Bluetooth interface to increase the battery lifetime of
a device. In areas where the device and the Wi-Fi Access Point
are within Bluetooth coverage, CoolSpots uses flow characteris-
tics to determine the best interface to use for the flow. In contrast,
Cell2Notify is geared towards a specific VoIP over Wi-Fi applica-
tion. It uses the second cellular radio purely for signaling. In fact,
Cell2Notify is complimentary to CoolSpots, and if the smartphone
also has a Bluetooth radio, we could use CoolSpots to determine
the best radio (Wi-Fi or Bluetooth) to route the VoIP traffic,after
Cell2Notify has signaled an incoming call over the cellularinter-
face.

A very recent industry trend is the convergence of Wi-Fi and cel-
lular services, using a technology called Universal MobileAccess
(UMA). For example, chipset vendor Kineto [14] and mobile ser-
vice provider T-Mobile [28] recently tested a service that allows a
subscriber to make unlimited phone calls from the home hotspot
or T-Mobile hotspots [29]. UMA increases coverage and reduces
the cost for mobile operators. Our approach is complimentary to
UMA. Devices using UMA could use our protocol to increase the
battery lifetime of dual radio devices.

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a new system, calledCell2Notify, which

leverages the cellular interface on a smartphone to reduce energy
consumption of VoIP over Wi-Fi enabled smartphones. We quan-
tify the performance of cellular data networks when used forVoIP
and compare these results with Wi-Fi. We conclude that Wi-Ficon-
sumes less power and delivers better performance than cellular data
networks. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first research
paper to present such measurements. We present the Cell2Notify
architecture that turns the Wi-Fi interface off when it is not in use.
The Cell2Notify Server places a call on the smartphone’s cellular
interface to notify the device of an incoming call. On receiving this
notification, Cell2Notify turns on the smartphone’s Wi-Fi interface
and completes the call over Wi-Fi. Our system works with existing
technologies and requires minimal changes to an enterprise’s VoIP
deployment. We have built a prototype of Cell2Notify and evalu-
ated it in detail. We have shown that in most cases, Cell2Notify
incurs less than two rings (10 seconds) of call setup latencywhile
more than doubling the average battery lifetime of a smartphone.
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